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finding sources scholarly articles research
books dissertations etc for your literature
review is part of the research process this
process is iterative meaning you repeat and
modify searches until you have gathered enough
sources for your project this article focuses
on creating a research strategy that will help
you find academic studies and related
scholarly information these sources can among
other things give your stories extra authority
and depth and thereby distinguish your work
use these search strategies to help you find
useful information quickly and effectively
find out more about these techniques on the
following pages keyword searching creating
search strategies for systematic reviews
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finding the best balance between sensitivity
and specificity and translating search
strategies between databases is challenging
overview of search strategies there are many
ways to find literature for your review and we
recommend that you use a combination of
strategies keeping in mind that you re going
to be searching multiple times in a variety of
ways using different databases and resources
strategies that help writers locate sources
efficiently include conducting effective
keyword searches understanding how to use
online catalogs and databases using strategies
to narrow web search results and consulting
reference librarians the main steps in this
research process are planning before searching
for articles or books brainstorm to develop
keywords that best describe your research
question searching while searching take note
of what other keywords are used to describe
your topic and use them to do more searches
most articles include a keyword section if
your students struggle to identify the main
idea or if you are getting ready to introduce
it for the first time to your students here
are 7 different strategies you can teach your
students to help them identify the main idea
the advanced or guided search option allows
you to select specific fields to search such
as author or title use subjects terms or
descriptors if you find an article on the
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topic you are interested in look at the
subject terms or descriptors that are listed
in the record for the item whether we are
talking about the main idea of a paragraph a
poem a chapter or a longer text finding the
main idea requires the reader to identify the
topic of a piece of writing and then uncover
what the writer wants us to know about that
topic a commonly used reading comprehension
strategy is to teach students how to find the
main idea but how does this strategy work to
support students understanding and to help
lessen their cognitive demands the research
recommends that educators explicitly teach
students about how a paragraph can be
organized strategies for pinpointing the best
most relevant content include the following
vary your search engine in fact get used to
using several as they have different strengths
use specific keywords be as specific as you
can in your wording reading strategy how to
evaluate and find the best main idea 4 pro
tips focus on the big picture the entire
article summarize the entire article in a word
or phrase what general point is the author
trying to make look for clues in key spots how
is the text organized think about each
paragraph what is this paragraph about peer
review of search strategies could be a way to
improve the quality of the search and thereby
the systematic review it supports below we
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explore five of these strategies that will aid
students finding the main idea whether it s a
news article a research paper or a novel from
scanning for key phrases to analyzing the
structure of the text we can teach students to
approach any reading material with confidence
and clarity here is a five week strategy to
fast track your job search week 1 update your
résumé to highlight transferable job skills to
show you are adaptable generalize the skills
on your résumé 5 effective problem solving
strategies what is problem solving trial and
error heuristics gut instinct working backward
means end analysis recap got a problem you re
trying to solve summary strategies only work
if you can figure out how to position your
organization on the strategic factors most
relevant to your organization s key
stakeholders and doing that requires what tips
teaching students to find text evidence 1
introduce with read alouds and simple
activities 2 teach the importance of finding
textual evidence 3 require text evidence in
discussions 4 teach students multiple ways of
gathering evidence free find the evidence task
cards explicitly teach students how to cite
text evidence 1 developing your strategy
includes learning how to search for exact
phrases and use truncated and wildcard
searches subject headings in your search and
boolean logic



strategies to find sources
literature review the what why
May 23 2024

finding sources scholarly articles research
books dissertations etc for your literature
review is part of the research process this
process is iterative meaning you repeat and
modify searches until you have gathered enough
sources for your project

research strategy guide for
finding quality credible
sources
Apr 22 2024

this article focuses on creating a research
strategy that will help you find academic
studies and related scholarly information
these sources can among other things give your
stories extra authority and depth and thereby
distinguish your work

effective searching techniques



getting started with
Mar 21 2024

use these search strategies to help you find
useful information quickly and effectively
find out more about these techniques on the
following pages keyword searching

a systematic approach to
searching an efficient and
complete
Feb 20 2024

creating search strategies for systematic
reviews finding the best balance between
sensitivity and specificity and translating
search strategies between databases is
challenging

search strategies literature
reviews search strategies
Jan 19 2024

overview of search strategies there are many
ways to find literature for your review and we
recommend that you use a combination of



strategies keeping in mind that you re going
to be searching multiple times in a variety of
ways using different databases and resources

11 4 strategies for gathering
reliable information
Dec 18 2023

strategies that help writers locate sources
efficiently include conducting effective
keyword searches understanding how to use
online catalogs and databases using strategies
to narrow web search results and consulting
reference librarians

strategies to finding sources
literature review the what
Nov 17 2023

the main steps in this research process are
planning before searching for articles or
books brainstorm to develop keywords that best
describe your research question searching
while searching take note of what other
keywords are used to describe your topic and
use them to do more searches most articles
include a keyword section



how to find the main idea 7
strategies that work
Oct 16 2023

if your students struggle to identify the main
idea or if you are getting ready to introduce
it for the first time to your students here
are 7 different strategies you can teach your
students to help them identify the main idea

article search strategies how
do i find articles library
Sep 15 2023

the advanced or guided search option allows
you to select specific fields to search such
as author or title use subjects terms or
descriptors if you find an article on the
topic you are interested in look at the
subject terms or descriptors that are listed
in the record for the item

top 5 ways to identify the
main idea of a story reading
Aug 14 2023



whether we are talking about the main idea of
a paragraph a poem a chapter or a longer text
finding the main idea requires the reader to
identify the topic of a piece of writing and
then uncover what the writer wants us to know
about that topic

finding the main idea landmark
outreach
Jul 13 2023

a commonly used reading comprehension strategy
is to teach students how to find the main idea
but how does this strategy work to support
students understanding and to help lessen
their cognitive demands the research
recommends that educators explicitly teach
students about how a paragraph can be
organized

seven ways to find what you
want on the internet
Jun 12 2023

strategies for pinpointing the best most
relevant content include the following vary
your search engine in fact get used to using
several as they have different strengths use



specific keywords be as specific as you can in
your wording

finding the main idea reading
comprehension strategies org
May 11 2023

reading strategy how to evaluate and find the
best main idea 4 pro tips focus on the big
picture the entire article summarize the
entire article in a word or phrase what
general point is the author trying to make
look for clues in key spots how is the text
organized think about each paragraph what is
this paragraph about

introduction peer review of
search strategies ncbi
bookshelf
Apr 10 2023

peer review of search strategies could be a
way to improve the quality of the search and
thereby the systematic review it supports



5 proven strategies to find
the main idea in any text
Mar 09 2023

below we explore five of these strategies that
will aid students finding the main idea
whether it s a news article a research paper
or a novel from scanning for key phrases to
analyzing the structure of the text we can
teach students to approach any reading
material with confidence and clarity

a five week guide to getting a
job harvard business review
Feb 08 2023

here is a five week strategy to fast track
your job search week 1 update your résumé to
highlight transferable job skills to show you
are adaptable generalize the skills on your
résumé

problem solving strategies
definition and 5 techniques to



try
Jan 07 2023

5 effective problem solving strategies what is
problem solving trial and error heuristics gut
instinct working backward means end analysis
recap got a problem you re trying to solve

4 techniques for developing
strategy insights
Dec 06 2022

summary strategies only work if you can figure
out how to position your organization on the
strategic factors most relevant to your
organization s key stakeholders and doing that
requires what

text evidence activities and
strategies tips for teaching
Nov 05 2022

tips teaching students to find text evidence 1
introduce with read alouds and simple
activities 2 teach the importance of finding
textual evidence 3 require text evidence in
discussions 4 teach students multiple ways of



gathering evidence free find the evidence task
cards explicitly teach students how to cite
text evidence 1

developing your search
strategy knowing how to search
is
Oct 04 2022

developing your strategy includes learning how
to search for exact phrases and use truncated
and wildcard searches subject headings in your
search and boolean logic
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